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CorbinPartners’ annual ‘Year in Review for Social Science Evidence’ catalogues references to survey and
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Applications of Social Science Evidence in Legal Proceedings

1. The Clorox Company of Canada, Ltd. v. Chloretec S.E.C., 2020 FCA 76
The Clorox Company of Canada (“Clorox”) appealed a 2018 Federal Court decision upholding an
earlier verdict from the Trademarks Opposition Board (TMOB). In both cases, the Clorox opposition
to two Chloretec S.E.C. (“Chloretec”) trademark applications for JAVELO, in the context of liquid
bleach, were rejected.

Clorox had argued that the JAVELO marks would lead to a likelihood of confusion with its marks for
JAVEX, used with various forms of bleach and laundry detergents.
In the earlier appeal to the Federal Court, Clorox filed new evidence in the form of an affidavit from
its Vice President / Secretary. This affidavit referred to results from surveys about the awareness
level of JAVEX in Canada. While the Court agreed that the surveys would have modified TMOB’s
conclusion related to evidence of use, it deemed them “too cursory to allow for a determination of
the extent of this use or of the marks’ acquired distinctiveness”, and commented that “it was
impossible to assess their reliability and relevance to the questions at issue.” [14]
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“Neither of these surveys were presented to the Court through a qualified expert,
and there is no evidence as to whether they were properly designed and carried
out. Moreover, the first survey is only summarized by Ms. Hilt and her statement in
that respect is therefore no more than hearsay; in addition, that survey is not
contemporaneous to any of the relevant dates for the purpose of this case. As for
the second survey, Ms. Hilt chose to append only extracts of it in her affidavit.
Consequently, the Federal Court made no palpable and overriding error in
concluding that it is impossible to assess their reliability and relevance to the
questions at issue, and in excluding them (Reasons at para. 19). Clorox further
attempted to dress up the surveys as admissible business records, but Ms. Hilt’s
business knowledge of the existence and contents of a survey does not alleviate
the concerns about the relevance and the methodology of the surveys.” [27]
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In the current appeal, Clorox objected to the rejection of its surveys to establish acquired
distinctiveness in Canada. However, the Court disagreed, finding no significant errors in the original
assessment, and stating that Clorox had not pursued the proper channels in conducting and
presenting survey evidence. The Court commented in its decision:

Based on all the evidence presented, the Court agreed with TMOB that the degree of resemblance
between the two marks was low, and that both party’s marks had limited distinctiveness, noting
that the distinctiveness of the JAVEX marks may be declining over time.
The appeal was dismissed.

2. R. v. Wright, 2020 ONSC 6021
Robert Steven Wright has been charged with 2nd degree murder in the 1988 death of a 23-year old
Ontario student, Renee Sweeney. Due to media publicity and public reaction to the case, the
defendant’s lawyers submitted a ‘Change of Venue’ application, requested the trial be moved from
Sudbury to Toronto.
To support their claim, a 3rd party survey of local Sudbury residents was submitted to assess the
level of awareness and public perceptions about the case. The survey concluded that "many of
those people surveyed have already made up their minds that Mr. Wright is guilty."
The Justice of the Ontario Superior Court did not agree, stating that the survey evidence suffered
from a number of weaknesses, including the qualifications of the expert and survey design flaws.
Justice Gregory Ellies also noted the potential for people to inflate the extent in which they embrace
certain attributes, known as “social desirability bias”. This led to Justice Ellies rejecting the survey
evidence, commenting ….
“I am unable to conclude that it provides reliable evidence of partiality or prejudice on the part of
potential jurors in Sudbury based on either the extent or the content of the media
coverage…. Indeed, if the survey can be relied upon for any purpose, I find that it demonstrates
that the media coverage has not had the effect on the public that I first feared it might….”
Ultimately, Justice Ellies rejected the ‘Change of Venue’ application, but commented that such a
change may need to happen anyway as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

3. TELUS Communications Inc.v. Shaw Communications Inc., 2020 BCSC 1354
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TELUS pursued an interlocutory injunction against Shaw”s internet services named “Fibre+”. TELUS
argued that use of the term “fibre” materially misleads customers because the system is based on a
“fibre to the node” infrastructure (ie., fibre cable to the neighbourhood) rather than “fibre to the
home”, thereby providing an inferior service to the one offered by TELUS.
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Among the evidence submitted by TELUS were social media excerpts and an online survey of BC and
Alberta residents. The latter concluded that consumers associate the term “fibre” with a “fibre to
the home” infrastructure, and that the term “Fibre+” would lead them to believe that the internet
service delivers fibre cable directly to the home.
Shaw’s case was based on three main arguments, including that there was no evidence that
customers would know or care about a network connection, that TELUS failed to show a general
impression from the “Fibre+” branding, and that TELUS failed to show it had suffered any harm as a
result. To counter the social media and survey evidence, Shaw relied on a report from Dr. Ruth
Corbin of CorbinPartners Inc. that found numerous concerns with the reliability and validity of the
evidence, and was therefore unhelpful to the court. Among the concerns noted were a lack of
adherence to industry standards for survey evidence presented to the Court, and selectively
choosing social media posts that were only favourable to TELUS.
The Court agreed with Shaw about the social science evidence, and found it inadmissible,
commenting that “the evidence and submissions of Shaw dilute TELUS’ reliance upon the social
media and survey evidence”. [72]
On the basis of all the evidence submitted, the Court determined that while there was a serious
question to be tried, TELUS had not proved that the balance of convenience favoured granting an
injunction and denied the request.

4. Fresco v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, 2020 ONSC 75
Twelve years in the making, this is a summary judgment in a class action for unpaid overtime to over
30,000 customer service employees who had worked for CIBC at any time between February 1993
and June 2009.
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One of the common issues considered was whether the plaintiff had established that at
least some of the class worked uncompensated overtime hours. Among the evidence submitted
were employee responses to the bank’s internal annual employee survey, which provided an “openended” invitation for additional comments. A number of volunteered comments related to unpaid
overtime. The survey results led Justice Belobaba to conclude that “These open-prompt complaints
provide clear evidence that at least some of the class members worked uncompensated overtime.
[67] It is worth noting, in passing, that the open-ended responses were not put forth as being
“representative” of the class; rather the judge found that there were a sufficient number of
references to unpaid overtime to confirm its existence.

6

The plaintiff class alleged that over this 16 year period, CIBC’s overtime policies breached
the Canada Labour Code and resulted in front-line employees not being properly compensated for
all their overtime.

Another piece of evidence was an “Open Forum Survey”, an internal report created by the company.
Among the observations given in the report was this: “Non-compliance: it is recognized, both by
employees and business units, that overtime is not always being paid for.” *73+
While CIBC attempted to argue “inadmissible hearsay” for both surveys, Justice Belobaba disagreed,
commenting “there is an abundance of evidence that some of the class members worked
uncompensated overtime”. *77+
The ruling on unpaid overtime was in favour of the plaintiff.

5. Toys “R” Us (Canada) Ltd v Herbs “R” Us Wellness Society, 2020 FC 682
Toys “R” Us (Canada) Ltd (“Toys R Us”) promotes its business using the following registered design
mark:

Toys R Us filed for an injunction against a Vancouver cannabis business, Herbs “R” Us Wellness
Society (“Herbs R Us”), claiming trademark infringement, passing off and depreciation of goodwill
for using the following design mark:
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As this evidence was not prepared by an expert independent of the legal matter, Justice McHaffie
found a conflict with Rule 82 of the Federal Courts Rules (SOR/98-106), which prohibits a lawyer
from both swearing an affidavit and then presenting arguments to the Court based on that same
affidavit. In the decision, Justice McHaffie disregarding most of this evidence, commenting that
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While the defendant did not respond to the claim, the evidence from Toys R Us included a “mysteryshopping” excursion by an articling student, posing as a customer who registered as a new Herbs R
Us patient. In doing so, the “customer” was able to secure photographs of the store’s exterior
(including store signage) and interior (including product pricing) that were submitted in affidavit
evidence.

“The Federal Court of Appeal has confirmed that members or employees of counsel’s law
firm should not provide evidence in respect of contentious matters… [10]
“Based on these principles and considering the relevant factors, I conclude that the
evidence speaking to the lawyer’s (a) subjective descriptions of the exterior signage; (b)
investigative actions in entering the retail store and gaining access to the back section of
the store; and (c) assessment of the store’s interior and its “atmosphere,” is improper
evidence to come from a lawyer at the firm representing the party in the proceeding.” *12+

Additional evidence was submitted from Toys R Us including that which established ownership of its
family of sixteen registered trademarks, most notably the mark reproduced above. Based on all the
evidence submitted, it was determined that Toys R Us did not establish trademark infringement or
passing off. As noted by Justice McHaffie…
“Although the similarities between the trademarks are evident, the pronounced
differences between the goods and services of Herbs “R” Us and those of Toys “R” Us are
such that I cannot conclude that a consumer— even a casual one somewhat in a hurry
with an imperfect recollection of the TOYS R US marks—would infer that they were
manufactured, sold or performed by the same person.” [3]
However, it was also concluded that the Herbs R Us design is likely to depreciate the goodwill of
Toys R Us. The injunction was granted.

6. GT Hiring Solutions (2005) Inc. v Building and Construction Trades Department of the American
Federation of Labor/Congress of Industrial Organizations, 2020 TMOB 135
GT Hiring Solutions (2005) Inc. opposed registration of the trademark HIGH SCHOOLS TO HARDHATS,
in association with employment services, by Building and Construction Trades Department of the
American Federation of Labor/Congress of Industrial Organizations (BCTD). The opposition was
based on the likelihood of confusion with the opponent’s registered trademark HARDHATS, used for
training and placement services.
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The TMOB discounted this evidence as it was contrary to Rule 82 of the Federal Courts Rules, which
states that “a solicitor shall not both depose to an affidavit and present argument to the Court
based on that affidavit”. As noted in the decision,
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Among the evidence presented by BCTD was an affidavit from a trademark researcher employed by
the opponent’s agent. The evidence included findings from on online search of the domain
“hardhats.ca”, including archived website pages using the Internet Archive Wayback Machine.

“In my view, little weight may be given to this affidavit since Ms. Campos is employed by
the agent for the Opponent and the evidence relates to a contentious issue in the
proceeding, namely the Opponent’s use of its trademark.” [40]
Based on the entirety of the evidence related to a likelihood of confusion, the Board found in favour
of the applicant, noting in particular the first impression of HIGH SCHOOLS TO HARDHATS as a
“unitary phrase”. [48] The opposition was rejected.

7. Shaw Communications Canada Inc. v. Amer, 2020 FC 1026
This is a judicial review of a 2018 decision, applied for by telecom provider Shaw Communications
Canada (“Shaw”), concluding that a Technical Services Representative, Ms. Christine Amer (“Amer”),
was unjustly dismissed. According to Shaw, Amer was terminated in 2016 “for an alleged continued
inability to meet the core expectations of her role, despite verbal and written warnings”. [3]
In the earlier decision, Shaw’s evidence included a series of performance reviews based in part on
customer surveys and audited phone calls. However, the Adjudicator had placed little weight on
these two sources since the reliability of the survey results was not established, and Amer was not
given the opportunity to review the results of these calls. Based on the entirety of the evidence, the
Adjudicator concluded Amer had performed the role adequately.
In the judicial review, Justice Manson agreed with the previous conclusion that Amer was not
afforded the chance to review evidence of her performance prior to her dismissal. He acknowledged
that Amer “was not informed that she could question how her figures or “stats” were arrived at, and
question whether any surveys or samples of her calls were representative of her calls and her
performance as a whole”. [47]
However, Justice Manson took issue with the earlier conclusion that certain metrics were not core
expectations of Amer, noting that specific measures were clearly part of Amer’s performance
reviews, a component of her ongoing coaching and training, and an area of concern consistently
communicated to the employee. As a result, Justice Manson concluded the following:
“The totality of the evidence demonstrates these targets are key aspects of the
Respondent’s TSR role. The Decision is unreasonable to the extent it relies on this finding.
Further, the Adjudicator’s reliance on the lack of a “Job Description” in establishing these
core duties is unreasonable in light of the entirety of the record.” [30]
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Ultimately, Shaw’s application was granted in part and forwarded to a different Adjudicator for
redetermination.
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8. Fortin c. Mazda Canada Inc., 2020 QCCS 4270
This is a quantification of damages stage in a Quebec class action matter against Mazda Canada Inc.
(“Mazda”). From 2004-2007, certain Mazda 3 vehicles were found to contain a flaw in the door
locking system on the driver's side, thereby making it open to intrusion by ill-intentioned
people. While Mazda acted quickly to correct the issue with a replacement part, the class action
was authorized in 2010 based on the finding that Mazda had failed to observe its duty to inform
customers. Class action members include lessees or owners of the applicable make and model
vehicle, who were “victims of a theft or an attack which left one or more bumps around the handle
of the driver's door” ( determined to be the result of the vehicle flaw), or those who leased or owned
the same vehicle and had to install a reinforcement of the locking device.
In determining the appropriate “reduction in obligation” of the class, the applicants submitted an
online survey from market research firm CROP Inc. which addressed consumer opinion on what
price reduction a consumer would have demanded in purchasing a vehicle that contained a
weakness in a vehicle’s locking system. The conclusion from the survey, that a price reduction of
approximately $5,000 per vehicle owner was warranted, was then factored into a forensic
accounting report by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC (PWC).
Mazda countered with opinion evidence from Ms. Geneviève Gauthier, an expert in statistics and
financial engineering, who concluded:
“In my opinion, the survey does not establish a fair compensation amount for purchasers of
a Mazda with a door locking system issue. My judgment is based on three important
facts. First, there is a potential selection bias since only potential buyers are kept in the study
(cf. Section 2.1). In fact, those who intent on buying a vehicle shortly are potentially more
likely to ask for more compensation in order to obtain a vehicle at a discount. Does this way
of choosing the sample implicitly induce a bias in the responses? Second, there is a potential
bias due to the formulation of the survey’s questionnaire (see Section 2.2). Third, my analysis
of the survey data clearly indicates that there is no wisdom of the crowd (cf. Sections 3 and
4), that is, individual members of the population have no idea what appropriate
compensation would look like. My judgment is based on (1) an important dispersion in the
sample distribution of the responses, (2) the presence of several absurd responses (such as
the total value of a new vehicle) and (3) a lack of robustness, that is , when the question is
posed differently, the respondent's answers show a great deal of variation.” [60]
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Based on all the evidence submitted, the Superior Court found that the applicant failed to prove any
real financial impact that would justify a price reduction, and dismissed the request.
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Primarily based on concerns with survey validity, the Superior Court agreed with the Mazda expert
and rejected the survey evidence. Since the PWC report was based solely on the results of the CROP
survey, the Court also found it of no use in the proceedings.
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9. Teva Canada Innovation v. Pharmascience Inc., 2020 FC 1158
This matter involves two patent infringement actions related to medications that treat multiple
sclerosis (“MS”). The plaintiff, Teva Canada Innovation and Teva Canada Limited (“Teva), produces
Copaxone 20 mg and Copaxone 40 mg. The defendant, Pharmascience Inc. (“Pharmascience”) was
planning to release a generic product to compete with Copaxone 40 mg called Glatect 40.
With regards to one of the patents, Teva argued that if the generic product from Pharmascience
were offered in the market, it would infringe on its patents by manufacturing and selling products
to “the same patient population, in the same dosage strength, and with the same dosage regimen to
achieve the same outcomes” [6].
Regarding the latter point related to dosage regimen, the Pharmascience product matched Teva’s
required frequency for taking the medication to 3-times/week, rather than daily as required for the
lesser dosage strength product. Teva argued that its product’s dosage regimen was inventive at the
date of patent publication and not foreseeable by “a person having an ordinary skill in the art”
[POSITA]. Pharmascience countered that it was not infringing on the applicable Teva patent
because that patent is invalid due to obviousness. Even if not obvious, Pharmascience added Teva
had not proved the utility of the patent.
To support its argument that use of a reduced frequency medication was obvious, Pharmascience
provided evidence in the form of historical studies and abstracts. Included in this evidence was a
reference to the ‘The Global Adherence Project’ – a 2006 study on adherence to therapies for
patients suffering from MS. This study surveyed over 2,600 patients globally who were taking a
disease-modifying therapy for at least six months. The study found that over a quarter of the
patients reported non-adherence, with the main reason for non-adherence being they forgot to
administer the injection. However, this rate was significantly lower for the medication administered
once a week, as compared to daily.
Based on this and other evidence, a Pharmascience expert concluded that the benefits of reducedfrequency dosage medications were previously known and not unique to Teva. He added that “the
POSITA would be motivated to reduce injection frequency to reduce injection site reactions and a
three times weekly regimen would also be more convenient.” [632]
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Based on all the evidence before it, the Court concluded the patent was not obvious, was valid, and
that Pharmascience would infringe the patent if it proceeded to market.
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An opposing expert for Teva countered that a non-adherence rate was based on many factors, such
as the dosage strength. He concluded that the evidence submitted did not imply that that the
frequency of of taking the medication as directed was a core factor in the rate of non-adherence.
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Uses of Social Science Evidence by Regulatory/Government Agencies,
Judicial Inquiries and Advocacy Organizations
1. Public Health Ontario report
What We Know So Far”

on

“Wearing

Masks

in Public

and

COVID-19

–

Public Health Ontario has been posting a series of documents on emerging issues related to COVID19. Regarding masks, the Ontario government has recommended non-medical/homemade face
masks be worn when one cannot maintain sufficient physical distancing.
In September 2020, Public Health Ontario issued a “What We Know So Far” report reviewing
available evidence for wearing a mask in non-healthcare settings. The report noted that “there have
been no studies evaluating mask use for COVID-19 source control in children.” However, the report
does provide a listing of other research studies that may shed light on whether children will follow
instructions and actually wear a mask when instructed. The studies showed that mask-adherence by
children was generally poor. The following examples from survey research were given:
► A 2020 Wuhan China survey of school-age children with only about half reporting

“good mask-wearing behavior”, but most notably with older children
► A 2010 Utah survey of teachers, following the distribution of masks during the 2009

H1N1 influenza crisis, that found that less than a third of students wore the masks
during a 4 week test period, declining in use over that timeframe
► A 2009 parent and teacher survey in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania to assess non-

pharmaceutical interventions in elementary school to prevent the transmission of
influenza – this study found that student mask wearing to be among the lowest
acceptable forms of intervention.
The report concluded that “masking to protect the wearer is unlikely to be effective in nonhealthcare settings”.
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Click here to access the full Public Health Ontario report.
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2. Legal Aid BC – “Evaluation of the Criminal Early Resolution Contract”
Legal Aid BC (LABC) conducted an evaluation of its Criminal Early Resolution Contract (CERC),
designed to expand criminal legal aid services to clients who do not qualify for a full representation
contract. The aim of this program is to provide “more meaningful advice to clients and a reduction
in the number of unrepresented accused persons in the court system who were appearing multiple
times without counsel”.
The assessment process, prepared by Prairie Research Associates, included an online survey with
legal counsel to evaluate their experiences providing services under a CERC. Six hundred lawyers
who had submitted invoices for CERC services during a specified time period were invited to
participate, and approximately 25% responded.
Based on the survey results in combination with certain administrative data, the study found that
CERCs had proceeded as planned. The average cost of a completed contract was lower than that of
a standard adult criminal contract. As compared to standard criminal contracts, the process for
making coverage decisions was being done on a timely basis. In addition, few issues were arising,
with the exception of the service time period as the grand majority of completed CERCs required an
extension.
The study also found that CERCs were contributing to improving the efficiency of court processes.
Counsel perceived that CERCs had contributed to a reduction in the number of individuals
representing themselves in court, were helping with an early resolution of cases and had decisions
similar to standard adult criminal contracts.
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Click here for the full report prepared for LABC.
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3. Convenience Industry Council of Canada – “Ontario Government Misguided in Dealing with
Youth Vaping”
The Convenience Industry Council of Canada (CICC) claims the Ontario government is discriminating
against the convenience store industry in the sale of vaping products. It believes that proposed
regulations are overly harsh to convenience stores while continuing to allow more generous access
through specialty vape shops and online retailers.
Referring to social science research in the form of mystery shopping, Anne Kothawala, President and
CEO of the CICC, commented that "Convenience stores are regulated, experienced and trusted, yet
the government is handing a monopoly to vape shops that have flouted the law for years. In Ontario,
we pass mystery shopping tests at a rate of over 96%. In addition, 87% of convenience stores
passed Health Canada compliance tests while 80% of vape shops failed."
Kothawala also referred to survey results from the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH),
through its "2019 Drug use Among Ontario Students Report" which reports that convenience stores
were 'the least common source of vaping products for youth.' According to an Ontario-wide survey
completed by students in grades 7-12, convenience stores were identified as the source for vaping
products by less than 1% of respondents, well behind borrowing from a friend, buying from a friend
or acquaintance, and purchasing from a specialty vape store.
Kothawala concluded "There is still time to implement policies that will work. But until the
government addresses online sales and vape shops, the policies that have been proposed will not
meet the outcomes that the government is suggesting they will. The convenience industry has a plan
that will actually address the issue of youth vaping and we encourage government to work with us to
get this right".
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Click here to view the full CAMH report.
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4. Payments Canada launches 2nd wave of “Bitcoin Sentiment Tracker”
Payments Canada, in partnership with
CorbinPartners Inc., released the “Bitcoin
Sentiment Tracker – Merchant Study”. This
is a second phase report to its inaugural
national consumer study, this time exploring
the perception and attitudes of Canadian
and international merchants towards retail
acceptance and use of Bitcoin, the most
prevalent form of cryptocurrency by market
cap and exchange volume.

Study highlights include the following:
► Cryptocurrency is not widely accepted by Canadian merchants.
► Bitcoin is the most recognized and frequently traded cryptocurrency due to its

features and benefits, as well as its first-mover standing.
► Satisfaction levels for merchants using Bitcoin vary considerably, with cost, speed
and security topping areas of satisfaction, and price volatility and public
understanding being key drawbacks.
► The perception of the safety and security of Bitcoin use is divided based on previous

use / acceptance.
► Limited use of Bitcoin can be attributed to a lack of understanding about its

attributes and how it operates.
► Merchants are primarily bullish on expected usage of Bitcoin in the near future.
► Bitcoin-based products and services related to investing and lending will drive

advancements of Bitcoin in Canada.
► Those merchants who choose to participate may be willing and able to leverage
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Bitcoin within a framework driven by industry standards and regulatory oversight.

CorbinPartners Inc.
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For more information on the study, click here.
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5. Canadian Securities Regulators use investor research to inform future policy making
The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) coordinates regulations for Canadian capital markets.
Following reform in 2014-2016 towards enhanced disclosure for investors, the CSA conducted a
national tracking study to assess the impact of those reforms, including over 150 distinct
measurements to monitor what investors understand about investment fees and performance, and
how this information affects the relationship investors hold with their investment advisors.
The study used multiple phases of survey research, beginning with a baseline study, and then
subsequent tracking studies conducted from 2016 to 2019. Each survey used an online
methodology with a representative sample of Canadian investors who are members of an establish
online panel, including a quota of those who purchased mutual funds in the past 12 months.
Overall, the survey research found that while a notable percentage of investors are unaware of
direct or indirect fees, there were significant improvements over that time period in investor
knowledge about fees, including awareness of what services results in fees, and the impact of those
fees on investment returns.
Investors also reported being more confident in assessing their investment performance , with more
than eight in ten respondents in 2019 reporting that they were at least somewhat confident in
monitoring a change over time to their investment value.
Over the study timeline, there was a slight decrease in investors’ satisfaction with their advisers.
Nevertheless, four out of five respondents reporting being at least “satisfied” with their adviser in
2019.
Insights from the research were designed to inform future CSA policy making and to address
educational efforts that will to improve the experience for investors. As noted by Louis Morisset,
Chair of the CSA and President and CEO of the Autorité des marchés financiers, “
“This research provides us with valuable insight into the mind of the Canadian investor.
We’re seeing that Canadians are gaining more confidence in navigating the marketplace.
However, there is room for substantial improvement in the investing experience, especially
in understanding the impact of fees on investment returns.”
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For more information, click here.
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Noted Absence of Social Science Evidence
1. Arterra Wines Canada, Inc. v. Diageo North America, Inc., 2020 FC 508
The Applicant - Arterra Wines Canada, Inc. (“Arterra”) appealed a 2018 Trademarks Opposition
Board (TMOB) decision rejecting their opposition to Diageo North America Inc. (“Diageo”)
applications for THE NAKED TURTLE wordmark and design mark – see design mark below. Arterra
argued that these marks, in connection with alcoholic beverages, would be confusing with their own
word and design marks for NAKED GRAPE, used with their wine products – see example below.
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On appeal, the Federal Court agreed with the TMOB’s rejection of the Master Sommelier’s opinion.
In the absence of evidence about the perception of the average consumer, the judge went further to
explain why she foresaw a likelihood of confusion, largely based on the common use of the word
NAKED in both marks. She went further to determine that Diageo had not met its burden of proving
“no likelihood of confusion,” and allowed the appeal.
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In the original case, Diageo’s evidence included an affidavit from a Master Sommelier who provided
an opinion on the distinctiveness of the marks, and whether the public would be confused by the
trademarks at issue. The TMOB determined that the opinion was not relevant as the expert relied
on his own experiences, and there was no evidence of what a casual consumer of wines would
understand by the term NAKED in the context of wines. The TMOB also commented that the
Sommelier “did not conduct any surveys, and acknowledged in cross-examination that he would
have a more complete understanding of the terminology than the average consumer.” *10+
Notwithstanding its rejection of the Sommelier’s evidence, TMOB found for Diageo and allowed the
registration.
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2. 2020 Ad Standards hearing re: advertising by an unidentified consumer product manufacturer
[Note: For Ad Standards’ Advertising Dispute Procedures, posted summaries do not disclose the
identity of the Advertisers unless an advertisement is found to be in violation of the Code, and the
Advertiser does not voluntarily amend or withdraw the advertisement in accordance with the
decision of the Adverting Dispute Panel. For more information, click here.]

A consumer product manufacturer used a national advertising campaign to claim its product was
Canadian-made, received perfect online ratings from consumers, and was superior to its
competitors. This led to an opponent complaint to Ad Standards alleging that the claims could not
be substantiated and were misleading.
Regarding its claim of being “Canadian”, the Ad Standards’ Panel used guidance from the
Competition Bureau, and determined that the advertiser’s evidence was not sufficient.
In considering the claim pertaining to the perfect online rating from consumers, the Panel took issue
with a practice of the third-party website service provider to “round up” the consumer rating to the
nearest whole number, thereby leading to some non-perfect consumer ratings to achieve perfect
rating status and a misleading representation of results.
As for the performance superiority claims, the Panel relied on its own published standards called the
‘Guidelines for the Use of Research and Survey Data to Support Comparative Advertising Claims’.
The Panel found the third party websites to be “legitimate and based on objective criteria”, with
disclaimers about the assessment criteria that were suitably featured and easy-to-understand.
However, the Panel determined that claims of being the “favourite” were not adequately
substantiated, nor were claims related to being “best” or “most affordable”. The advertiser’s
assertion that the claims were “mere puffery” were not accepted by the Panel. As a result, the Panel
concluded that “making superiority claims without sufficient support unfairly discredited the
complainant advertiser and resulted in the exaggeration of competitive differences between the two
brands”.
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Considering its overall findings, the Panel ultimately determined that the advertising contravened
the ‘Canadian Code of Advertising Standards’.
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3. Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. v. Arctic Cat, Inc., 2020 FC 691
Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (“BRP”) claimed that Arctic Cat., Inc., and Arctic Cat Sales,
Inc. (“Arctic Cat”) infringed four of its patents related to snowmobiles.
In the initial 2017 decision, the Court determined that the BRP claims related to three of the patents
were invalid. For the remaining claims, the Court found that Artic Cat did not infringe the patents,
primarily because the BRP snowmobiles did not have one integral element to the patent, that being
an engine cradle.
In 2018, BRP appealed that decision to the Federal Court of Appeal. The Appeal Court agreed with
the earlier decision regarding invalid claims. However, regarding the remaining patent, the Court
disagreed that the Artic Cat snowmobiles did not include an engine cradle and sent the matter back
to the Federal Court.
In the current case, the Court addressed the issue of the validity of the patent matter still
outstanding, placing the onus on Artic Cat to establish that the applicable patent is invalid. Artic Cat
subsequently argued that BRP did not prove any lost sales as a result of equipment based on the
applicable patent. On this point, the Court agreed, noting that …..
“There is no evidence in the nature of market studies or surveys, or even that of one
consumer who would have been driven to purchase a snowmobile in view of the
pyramidal frame under the hood. Instead, BRP relies exclusively on its expert’s “market
share approach” as a substitute for direct evidence.” *136+
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Nevertheless, based on the entirety of the evidence, the Federal Court concluded that the BRP
patent was valid and had been infringed by Artic Cat. Artic Cat was prohibited from selling the
snowmobiles in dispute.
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Published Literature and Expert Online Commentary on Social Science Evidence

1. “Dare to Compare – Guide to Comparative Claim Substantiation”, a webinar by GreenBook
and CorbinPartners Inc.
Elsevier Academic Press and international
standards organization ASTM recently published
‘Practical Guide to Comparative Advertising - Dare
to Compare, a corporate handbook on the key
principles for issuing and defending against
competitive claims.
Greenbook and CorbinPartners prepared a webinar on the book’s theme of comparative claim
substantiation. The seminar featured three of the text’s authors. In addition to authoritative
opinions and real-world examples, the webinar addressed the steps to manage research evidence
for claim substantiation.
CorbinPartners subsequently released a Summary Checklist, recapping highlights from the text and
assembling the “to do” lists from each chapter.
To order a copy of the full text, click here. To view the webinar, click here. To access the Summary
Checklist, click here.

2. “Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Claims and a Reminder About Substantiating
Advertising Claims” – Ad Standards
With the spread of Coronavirus, there have been numerous instances of products being advertised
with claims of prevention or cure. Ad Standards released a bulletin about the obligation of
advertisers to substantiate advertising claims related to health protection, noting that the reliance
on data from a foreign jurisdiction will not suffice.
If using survey data to substantiate a claim, Ad Standards advises that this data “… should be based
in Canada, since Canadian perceptions will differ from those of consumers in other jurisdictions and
contexts”.
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Click here to view the full bulletin.
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3.

“A Tale of Two Cups: Acquired Distinctiveness and Survey Evidence Before the TTAB” - Sarah
Butler and Healey Whitsett, The Trademark Reporter

This article addresses the use of secondary meaning surveys, including those that measure whether
a mark is identified by consumers as originating from a single source, or which specific source(s) the
consumer is thinking of.
To achieve secondary meaning using survey evidence, the article notes that those who identify a
single source (or specific source) must meet a minimum threshold of at least 30%, with percentages
of 50% and over being more clearly sufficient.
The survey must also meet minimum litigation standards, including identification of the correct
population to be surveyed and a “rigorously designed control stimulus”. Regarding the latter, the
authors state…
“The control stimulus should, as much as possible, hold constant the trade dress
elements that are not at issue.”
To illustrate the importance of these factors, the article highlights a number of previous trademark
cases, including the 2014 decision by the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (“TTAB”) in the U.S.
involving the distinctiveness in trade dress of two Starbucks’ cups. The article addresses an online
consumer survey submitted to “measure the degree to which members of the relevant population
associate the mark/design in question with one or more than one source” – see below.
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However the TTAB concluded that the evidence had significant flaws, including concerns that the
survey population chosen underrepresented relevant segments of population. The TTAB also had
issue with the design of the control condition, that being a generic blue cup. Use of a less common
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The survey found that between 64-68% of respondents explicitly identified the company associated
with the cups as Starbucks, commenting that those percentages exceeded the threshold required
for secondary meaning.

colour absent any shape design would “not control for the extent to which any geometric shape on a
white cup would elicit responses of “one company.”
The authors conclude from the Starbucks example, and other cases referenced, that methodological
considerations particular to litigation surveys must be taken into account. With regards to a control
condition, it must be carefully chosen to “measure and net out random guessing or noise”. It must
also “properly isolate the specific set of design elements at issue in the matter from other general or
commonly used elements that may elicit market share responses or guesses unrelated to the claimed
trade dress.”
Click here to access the full publication.

4. “Reading Research - Bamboozled No More” and “Reading Research on Micro-Facial Expression
and Sequel to Bamboozled No More”, Canadian Arbitration and Mediation Journal – ADR
Institute of Canada Inc.
Dr. Ruth Corbin’s articles were featured in the Spring and Fall editions of the Canadian Arbitration
and Mediation Journal. The first article, ‘Reading Research - Bamboozled No More’, comments on
the key principles to effectively evaluate research and polls, a frequent requirement of ADR
practitioners. To view this article, click here.
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The second article, ‘Reading Research on
Micro-Facial Expression and Sequel to
Bamboozled No More’ is co-authored with
the Journal’s Editor-in-Chief --Genevieve A.
Chornenki. It explores and explains a metastudy about whether emotions can really be
read from a person’s face. To view this
article, click here.
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5. “What to do if a corporate name can be confused with another name or trademark” Corporations Canada
Corporations Canada, the government agency of ‘Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada’ is responsible for incorporation of Canadian businesses and corporate laws governing
federal companies. This agency has the authority to require a corporation to change its name if it
deems that name to be confused with another. If an existing federal corporation wishes to challenge
a name of another corporation for this reason, one route is to file an "Allegation of Corporate Name
Confusion" with Corporations Canada.
The Government of Canada website contains an article describing the full process. This includes the
submission of a “Statement of Objection”, which may comprise relevant expert evidence such as
survey evidence.
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Click here to view the webpage.
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Online Commentary From Legal Professionals On Social Science Evidence

1. “Cannabis company liable for using Toys R Us inspired trademark” – John Simpson,
LegalMattersCanada
In the 2020 Federal Court case referred to earlier involving Toys “R” Us and Herbs “R” Us [Toys “R”
Us (Canada) Ltd v Herbs “R” Us Wellness Society, 2020 FC 682], Justice McHaffie stated in his
decision that due to the similarities between the two opposing marks, a linkage was established that
would likely affect goodwill, remarking that consumer/survey evidence was not required in this
situation.
John Simpson, Principal and Founder of Shift Law offered a different perspective in an article for
LegalMatters, a source for Canadian legal news and opinions. In his analysis of the Toys R Us case,
John questions how the decision may have been altered had Herbs R Us responded to the
application and defended the claim…
“You could hardly think of a better example of a section 22 case….. But it would have been
nice to see how thoughtful arguments and survey evidence presented by good trademark
counsel for the respondent might have affected the judge’s analysis, if not his ultimate
decision…. In the hands of capable defence counsel, they might have come up with some
compelling arguments. For example, many people might think the logo is in good humour
such that it doesn’t hurt the goodwill of Toys R Us.”
“Trademark law is all about what the average consumer thinks. So survey evidence can be
very powerful,” Simpson adds. “A survey might have shown that Herbs R Us reminded
average consumers that Toys R Us is still a relevant brand and, in that way, enhanced its
value rather than depreciated it.”
Click here to access the LegalMatters article.

2. “Trademark Distinctiveness Across The Globe” – Anita Mar, Trademark Angel
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The author discusses the requirement for distinguishing a product or service of one merchant from
those of others, including the need to prove that consumers associate the mark with a specific
source. The author provides a real-world example pertaining to breakfast cereal, noting use of
social science evidence that assisted in proving “secondary meaning”….
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In this article, the CEO of Trademark Registration Agency ‘Trademark Angel’ addresses the
differences in the standards of distinctiveness for trademark registration purposes in countries
around the world, including Canada.

… “the term “Raisin Bran” is merely descriptive of the brand of cereal and would not be
eligible for trademark registration had the Kellogg company not demonstrated (through
evidence of use, including sales, advertising expenditures, and consumer surveys) that the
buying public had come to associate the term with this particular Kellogg cereal.”

Click here to access the Trademark Angel article.

3.

“Common Law Trademark Rights in Canada” – Christopher Heer and Dominic Cerilli, Heer Law

The Heer Law website includes an article about the narrower scope of trademark protection for
common law trademark rights as compared to trademark registration. The article speaks to one’s
legal rights when using an unregistered trademark. It also outlines the requirements to prove an
unregistered mark is protectable, including market reputation, misrepresentation in that
marketplace, and actual or potential harm to their business.
When considering further protection for unregistered marks, the authors explicitly refers to the use
of social science evidence to support this effort….
“… robust surveys and expert testimony in support of the scope of your goodwill, the
presence of a deception due to a public misrepresentation, and proof of harm or the
potential of loss are important to successfully enforcing unregistered trademark rights.”

Click here to access the Heer Law article.

CorbinPartners Inc. is Canada’s premier provider of business intelligence and forensic
market research. Founded in 1994, CorbinPartners’ specialty practices have expanded to
include intellectual property audits, claim substantiation, and expert mediating opinions for
courts and regulators. CorbinPartners’ work products stand up to the toughest scrutiny in
boardrooms and courtrooms.
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